This study targeted the development of a novel microarray tool to allow rapid determination of the expression levels of 58 different tyrosine kinase (tk) genes in small tumor samples. The goals were to define a reference probe for multi-sample comparison and to investigate the variability and reproducibility of the image acquisition and RT-PCR procedures. The small number of tk genes on our arrays enabled us to define a reference probe by artificially mixing all genes on the arrays. Such a probe provided contrast reference for comparative hybridization of control and sample DNA and enabled crosscomparison of more than two samples against one another. Comparison of signals generated from multiple scanning eliminated the concern of photo bleaching and scanner intrinsic noise. Tests performed with breast, thyroid, and prostate cancer samples yielded distinctive patterns and suggest the feasibility of our approach. Repeated experiments indicated reproducibility of such arrays. Up-or downregulated genes identified by this rapid screening are now being investigated with techniques such as in situ hybridization.
O ur DNA microarray experiments followed the Brown laboratory's protocols (http://cmgm.stanford. edu/pbrown/mguide/index.html) with modifications on microarrayer construction and the following: spotted DNAs are homogeneous (270-290 bp); RNAs were amplified by RT-PCR with mixed-base tk primers, sizeselected by electrophoresis (180-210 bp) , and labeled by random prime reaction. Typical cDNA microarray experiments utilize two-color hybridization in which Cy5-labeled sample is hybridized against Cy3-labeled control to the same arrays (Schena 1996) . This provides a convenient means to look at two treatment effects, such as two time points (Iyer et al. 1999) or tumor vs normal tissues (DeRisi et al. 1996) . However, when multiple samples are to be compared against one another, pair-wise comparisons are inefficient. To address such needs and reduce the complexity, a "standard" or "reference" probe is preferred. Because the hybridiza-tion is competitive with limited labeled DNA (Cheung et al. 1999 ), a pooled mixture that represents all genes at low (but detectable) levels will be an ideal reference. For large-format cDNA microarray, pooled mixtures of several normal tissues or cell lines were used (Celis et al. 2000) . Such pools of RNA can vary from preparation to preparation, and highly expressed genes can skew or saturate the arrays. With a small number (58) of genes on our tk arrays, we were able to artificially mix individual genes proportionally and to amplify them in large quantity for a particular project. Pair-wise hybridizations with this reference probe have yielded similar results that proved this approach feasible.
To test the extent of the scanner's intrinsic noise, slides were scanned 12 times repeatedly at full laser power. Four separate pixels belonging to four intensity groups were selected and their mean, median, SD, and CV were determined (Table 1) . Results indicated an average of 5.0% and 6.0% CV for Cy5 and Cy3 channels, respectively. Noises were negligible and did not correlate with PMT voltages; the deviations of measured intensities were within experimental errors ( ϽϽ 10%). Repeated scanning up to 24 times did not decrease the fluorescence intensity, eliminating the concern of photo bleaching. Two properties regarding the RT-PCR amplification were examined: Do the amplified probes represent the true abundance of each transcript in cells? Does the probe saturate the arrays? First, we mixed five tk genes in three ratios (1, 20, and 400) and used them as PCR templates. Hybridizations of such PCR product to a small five-tk gene array showed a "compressed" ratio of three-to fourfold despite a 400-fold input template ratio. Nevertheless, the relative order of abundance of the five tk templates was conserved. Saturation has likely occurred in PCR, which may have also depleted some tk primers due to their high degeneracy. Second, we compared single-probe hybridizations at various concentrations. Four to six hundred ng of PCR amplified products typically were used for random prime labeling. The labeled probe was purified and different dilutions were applied to the arrays. It was determined that one tenth of the labeled probe per channel provided optimal signals for analysis without saturating the arrays.
Repeated hybridizations have identified distinctive patterns among thyroid, breast, and prostate cancer cell lines (Figure 1) . Although the panel of 58 tk genes may not represent all the tk expressed in any single cancer tissue, we have reason to believe they represent over 50% of human tk genes expressed in a particular tissue type (Robinson et al. 1996) . These distinctive expression patterns, as unveiled by microarray, become molecular fingerprints of tk gene expression for each tumor. 
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